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Booking your bliss
Self-described Grump takes global quest to define true happiness
By Vince Darcangelo , Special to the Rocky
Published January 25, 2008 at 12:05 a.m.

For most, the search for happiness is an inward quest. But for
Eric Weiner, author of the "philosophical self-help humorous
travel memoir" The Geography of Bliss: One Grump's Search
for the Happiest Places in the World, the trip requires a
passport and a globe. And a good sense of humor.

As a foreign correspondent with National Public Radio, Weiner
was often assigned to cover impoverished and war-torn
regions, reporting on gloomy people in tragic circumstances.

Needing respite, this self-described "grump" decided to travel the world for one year in search of
happiness.

The result is this collection of 10 hilarious and poignant essays, each on a different country and offering
a unique take on happiness, or what researchers in happiness studies (an actual branch of academia)
call "subjective well being."

The initial difficulty, of course, is defining happiness, a problem never fully resolved in the text. Is
affluence an indicator of happiness? Not quite, though poverty is not conducive to internal bliss either.
Variables such as climate, government and health care also have a profound effect on a nation's level of
joy.

Weiner is up to the challenge, though, and delivers nuggets of wisdom that, taken together, offer a
holistic view of who is happy and why.

January may be a bit early to nominate the book of the year, but Bliss is an early front-runner. Weiner's
essays offer the observational humor one expects in the age of the memoir but without the rampant,
postformed navel gazing.

The author lets his subjects be the focal point, relegating himself to tour guide and providing insightful
commentary, punctuated with humorous quips.

Take this line about a car trip along the only road in Butuan: "I quickly discover that driving in Butuan is
not for the meek. Hairpin turns, precipitous drop-off (no guard rails) and a driver who firmly believes in
reincarnation make for a nerve-racking experience."

Weiner begins his journey in the Netherlands, home of the World Database of Happiness (bet you didn't
know such a place even existed), which serves as a launching pad for his ensuing travels.

The countries that follow often seem to have been selected for their contrast, such as Iceland, which
"consistently ranks as one of the happiest countries in the world," and the former Soviet Republic of
Moldova, a country that seriously needs a hug.

Bhutan has an official government policy of Gross National Happiness, which serves as a
counterbalance to the measure of Gross Domestic Product. The English city of Slough, on the other
hand, is so famously unhappy that it was the subject of a reality show in which six "happiness experts"
attempted to cheer up the town - to mixed results. The Brits are naturally suspicious of happiness,
Weiner writes, and quotes an English philosophical counselor whom he interviewed: " 'They want
meaningful lives and that's not always the same as happy lives.' "

While each country gets its own self-contained chapter, Weiner weaves a linear narrative throughout
this cartography of contentment, connecting the essays so that one leads naturally into the next.
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Most impressively, he's able to approach the concept of happiness from enough angles to keep the
topic fresh from the first cigarette in Rotterdam to the final swig of coffee with an Asheville, N.C.,
restaurateur.

In the ever-shifting landscape of Qatar, for example, he explores the idea of happiness relating to a
sense of shared history (something Qatar lacks). In Iceland he considers the correlation of cold weather
and happiness (surprisingly, colder climates rank higher than tropical ones in happiness studies). In
Moldova he learns the value of "selfish altruism," citing research that shows that people in the helping
professions - clergy, physical therapists, firefighters - are happier than those with high-prestige jobs,
such as doctors, lawyers, bankers. "Being useful, helpful, is one of the unsung contributors to
happiness," Weiner writes.

Similarly, he notes that "people who volunteer regularly are, statistically speaking, happier than those
who don't."

Along his journey, Weiner smokes Moroccan hash in the Netherlands and temporarily gives up caffeine
at an ashram in India. He interviews psychologists, politicians, artists, doctors, bankers and cabbies. He
learns to smile with his eyes and identifies the dreaded "Moldavian Scowl." Weiner even takes on
America, a country that's a contradiction in happiness studies: Despite its abundance of wealth and
comfort, America has ranked as low as 23rd in world happiness rankings.

"We are able to acquire many of the things that we think will make us happy and therefore suffer the
confusion and disappointment when they do not," Weiner opines.

Despite the difficulties of pinning down an exact definition of happiness, or what elicits "subjective well
being," in the end Weiner is able to propose a one-paragraph recipe on how to be happy. It's disarming
in its simplicity and practicality. It's also poetic enough to be put to music like that YouTube hit song,
Everybody's Free (To Wear Sunscreen).

We won't spoil the ending, except to say that Weiner deftly incorporates the lessons he's learned along
the way.

Whether your own quest for happiness is inward or, like Weiner's, external, take along The Geography
of Bliss as a guidebook. After all, as Weiner so skillfully points out, it's easy to get lost on the way to
Happy Town.

Vince Darcangelo is a freelance writer whose work has appeared in Utne Reader, 5280, and numerous
other publications across the country. He lives in Boulder.

The Geography of Bliss: One Grump's Search for the Happiest Places in the World

* By Eric Weiner. Twelve, 352 pages, $25.99.

* Grade: A

Who's happy?

Here are some of Weiner's findings, taken from his research at the World Database of Happiness:

* Extroverts are more happy than introverts.

* Republicans more than Democrats

* Busy people more than those with too little to do

* Wealthy people more than poor people, but only slightly

* People with college degrees more than those without - although people with advanced degrees are
less happy than those with just a bachelor of arts degree

* Women and men are equally happy.
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